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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Former Navy Seals Captain Moore and his
skilled military team barely survive a highly covert mission to save hostages deep within enemy
infested jungles in Columbia, only to discover their efforts were meaningless upon facing a much
greater threat. A comprised consortium of drug cartels, arms dealers and terrorists have merged
together, forming a well-structured and overwhelming international drug and weapons counter-
trade collaboration, led by terror and tyranny. By the order of the United States President, both CIA
Field Agent Smith and Captain Moore are chosen to lead Dream Team Alpha, a counter-terrorist
collaboration comprised of former military experts and covert agents. Moore and Smith soon find
themselves fighting well-trained and equipped combatants embedded deep within treacherous
terrain, consisting of snow covered mountains, wilderness and jungles. Smith and Moore s own
internal conflicts emerge upon facing a myriad of threats as they seek key locations to dismantle
pathogenic weapons of mass destruction before detonation and locate faction leaders at the same
time. When ruthless cartel forces cross the line by harming those dear to both Agent Smith and...
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read through. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you request me).
-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin

It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Emmitt Harber-- Emmitt Harber
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